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Surah Al Bayyinah 
 
What we need to believe about Kalam Ullah is that is the absolute truth and each letter is ten                   
hasanat so really it is a huge honor that we can hear and recite and memorize the Quran. We                   
should feel these favors of Allah SWT upon us. 
 
A reminder that Bayyinah is clear proof and brought to us by the Rasool SAW. That the three                  
things are to worship Allah, ikhlas through salah and zakah. These are obligatory and once               
these are done, the other things will come to you. And Allah SWT says that this is the religion                   
that is established, the religion of the straight path. And how is this the religion of the straight                  
path? Through balance. How? First ikhlas (sincerity), salah (connection with Allah SWT) and             
zakaat (connection with the people). And can religion be crooked? Of course, it can.  
 
There are many people who offer a lot of salah, fasting or memorizing in extreme but they might                  
be deviated. Because Islam came to establish balance, not extremism. Religion doesn’t make             
people fight, maybe the wrong religion does. But the right religion will make people peaceful. 
 
The next ayat talks about the two kinds of people: people who disbelieved and those who                
believed when the bayyinah came. So people will either be the best of the creation (believers) or                 
the worst of the creation (disbelievers). 
 
Allah SWT tells us that these are the two groups, and while you’re alive you can choose which                  
group you’d like to be a part of. This is why we have to struggle against our desires so we can                     
be reformed - so that bayyinah can make us from among the best of the creation.  
 
In Ayah 7, inna implies reaffirmation. Alladheena kafaroo, means those who disbelieved, despite             
the truth being right in front of them. This means they are covering up the truth, and this requires                   
so much energy. By denying it, rejecting it, making fun of the religion, the prophets and the                 
believers etc. They put it down just because they don’t want to believe it. And from the                 
disbelievers, the ones who cover the truth, from the ones who are the people of the previous                 
book (the Quran negates all previous books) as well as the ones who indulge in shirk, these are                  
the people without books. They don’t have a book because no book of Divine origins will ever                 
talk about shirk, which is all man-made. These mushrikeen, they don’t believe in the One True                
God but ask others for what they want or need. Both these groups then indeed will be in the                   
Hellfire, surrounded by it. Their food, bed, air, garments and everything will be fire. They will be                 
drowning in this fire. Because they denied the Truth and Allah SWT wasn’t unfair to them, they                 
were unfair to themselves. And when they will not go to fire, until they admit that Allah SWT was                   
fair to them and still they covered up the Truth. The Hellfire is Allah SWT’s justice and Paradise                  
is the favor of Allah SWT. Allah SWT is the Most Merciful and He will not feel sorry for them, nor                     



will the malaika or any of their believing family members or friends. Because Allah SWT is never                 
unfair to His slaves. 
 
This fire is so real, and so much more. Nabi SAW said that the fire of Jahannam will be 60-70                    
stronger than the fire we know. This fire has many different names and they each show what it                  
will be like. Here Jahannam is used. It is scary and this is why if we say, Allahumma inni                   
audhobika min annar , thrice then this fire will not take us. We need to make this dua a lot.  
 
Khalideena feeha means that they will be living there forever. There is no time limit, this will be                  
forever and ever, for eternity. For a time, that cannot be measured even. Why do they deserve                 
this? Because Allah SWT knows that even if they lived forever, they would always choose to                
deny Allah SWT. Allah SWT tells us that people of the HellFire will say, bring us to life so we                    
can do good deeds and Allah SWT tells them, even if I bring you to life, you’ll do the exact same                     
thing. Because Allah SWT knows and this is why the judgment is fair. 
 
Oolaika is ism ishara, which points to something but it means at a distance. Hum also means                 
they so this is again reaffirmation. Sharrul barriyyah is the worst of the creation. This creation                
includes all of the creation ever created. It just gives you a comparison of how low the status of                   
this type of people. 
 

 
In ayah 7, Allah SWT tells us about the other group. The ones who are believers in the                  
Bayyinah, the ones who accept it instead of covering it. And so who are these people? These                 
are the ones who believe - aamanoo - which means that they believe without seeing. But this                 
isn’t enough, they also give proof of this belief by amal as salih, i.e., good deeds. And these are                   



the people who are the best of creation, all creation ever including the angels, the sun, the                 
moon, everything. This will be because of our ability of choice. Angels don’t have desires or                
choice. 
 

 


